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ABSTRACT: In this paper we estimate the uncertainty of the rainfall products from NASA and 24 

JAXA’s Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) Precipitation Radar (PR) so that they 25 

may be used in a quantitative manner for applications like hydrologic modeling or merging with 26 

other rainfall products. The spatial error structure of TRMM-PR surface rain rates and types was 27 

systematically studied by comparing them with NOAA/National Severe Storms Laboratory’s 28 

(NSSL) next generation, high-resolution (1km/5min) National Mosaic QPE (NMQ/Q2) over the 29 

TRMM-covered Continental United States (CONUS). Data pairs are first matched at the PR 30 

footprint scale (5km/instantaneous) and then grouped into 0.25-degree grid cells to yield 31 

spatially distributed error maps and statistics using data from Dec. 2009 through Nov. 2010. 32 

Careful quality control steps (including bias-correction with rain gauges and quality filtering) are 33 

applied to the ground radar measurements prior to considering them as reference data. The 34 

results show that PR captures well the spatial pattern of total rainfall amounts with a high CC 35 

(0.91) with Q2, but this decreases to 0.56 for instantaneous rain rates.  In terms of precipitation 36 

types, Q2 and PR convective echoes are spatially correlated with a CC of 0.63. Despite this 37 

correlation, PR’s total annual precipitation from convection is 48.82% less than that by Q2, 38 

which points to potential issues in the PR algorithm’s attenuation correction, non-uniform beam 39 

filling, and/or reflectivity-to-rainfall relation. Lastly, the spatial analysis identifies regime-40 

dependent errors, in particular in the mountainous West. It is likely that the surface reference 41 

technique is triggered over complex terrain, resulting in high amplitude biases.  42 

 43 

KEYWORDS:  Precipitation; QPE; Satellite; Radar; Spatial Structure 44 
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1. Introduction 45 

Reliable quantitative estimates of the spatial precipitation distribution are critical in the 46 

application of satellite-based rainfall in hydrologic modeling and hazards monitoring and 47 

forecasting. Due to their global coverage and spatial continuity, satellite-based quantitative 48 

precipitation estimates (QPE) products are used for such applications. However, there are many 49 

inherent error sources in satellite-based measurements, such as the spatial horizontal/vertical 50 

heterogeneity of the rain fields.  Therefore, characterizing the error structure of satellite-based 51 

rainfall products is recognized as a major issue for the usefulness of the estimates (Abdella and 52 

Alfredsen 2010; Wolff and Fisher 2009; Yang et al. 2006; Zeweldi and Gebremichael 2009). In 53 

addition, a quantification of the error characteristics is necessary for data assimilation, climate 54 

analysis (Lu et al. 2012; Stephens and Kummerow 2007) and hydrological modeling of natural 55 

hazards (Grimes and Diop 2003; Hong and Adler 2007; Lebel et al. 2009; Li et al. 2012; Parkes 56 

et al. 2013). 57 

The first space-based precipitation radar (PR) was launched aboard the Tropical Rainfall 58 

Measuring Mission (TRMM) in 1997. TRMM is a joint mission between National Aeronautics 59 

and Space Administration (NASA) and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) 60 

designed to monitor and study tropical rainfall. In addition to PR, other precipitation-related 61 

instruments include the Microwave Imager (TMI), the Visible Infrared Scanner (VIRS), and the 62 

Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) (Kummerow et al. 1998). PR measures the rainfall conjointly 63 

with TMI; it measures the 3-D rainfall distribution over both land and ocean, whereas TMI, as 64 

well as many other passive microwave sensors aboard other satellite platforms, provides an 65 

indirect measurement of surface rainfall.  Therefore, TRMM PR rainfall estimates are considered 66 

as a reference for calibrating TMI-based rainfall estimates (Wolff and Fisher 2009; Yang et al. 67 
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2006). The PR-calibrated TMI, in turn, has been used as the reference for other passive 68 

microwave sensors, which collectively enable the creation of global-scale precipitation products 69 

(Huffman et al. 2007). Thus, PR has fundamental impacts on satellite-based rainfall estimates 70 

from other low Earth-orbiting passive microwave measurements and a number of satellite-based, 71 

high-resolution precipitation products (Berges et al. 2010; Ebert 2007; Hong et al. 2007).  72 

In order to evaluate the error characteristics of TRMM PR, many studies have been 73 

conducted to investigate the quality of PR estimates in different regions in the world (Adeyewa 74 

and Nakamura 2003; Amitai et al. 2009; Wolff and Fisher 2009; Wolff et al. 2005). Over the 75 

U.S., Amitai et al. (2009; 2012) have compared the PR with the NOAA/NSSL’s ground radar-76 

based National Mosaic and QPE system (NMQ/Q2) as the US network offers a robust set of 77 

resources for validation. However, many of the studies are event-based, and are limited in terms 78 

of breadth of study domain and length of time period. So far, long-term, large-scale studies of 79 

PR’s performance are rare, largely due to the lack of matching ground references. Following the 80 

work described by Kirstetter et al. (2012b), in this paper we carried out studies over the southern 81 

CONUS for a long continuous period including both warm and cool seasons with quality-82 

controlled, high-resolution ground radar measurements. Specifically, we performed a 83 

comprehensive evaluation for regions over the entire southern CONUS covered by TRMM PR 84 

using one year of data from TRMM PR and NOAA’s National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) 85 

Q2 data (Zhang et al., 2011) from Dec. 2009 to Nov. 2010. Analyses from this study now reveal 86 

the spatial error characteristics of TRMM PR both in terms of rain rates and types. A major 87 

outcome of this study is to supply uncertainty estimates for users of the data. 88 

As part of an effort to characterize the error of PR rainfall estimates, this paper builds on 89 

a framework developed in Kirstetter et al. (2012b) for comparing space-based measurements to 90 
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Q2 rainfall. Ongoing efforts are underway to analyze influences of additional error factors on the 91 

PR rainfall estimates at ground like Non Uniform Beam Filling, rain types, and incidence angle.  92 

A complementary interest of the present paper is to map the error so as to provide spatial error 93 

information to users of TRMM-PR data including hydrologists and to identify specific error 94 

regimes. These tasks are possible with an accurate rainfall reference at ground. Finally, this study 95 

provides a benchmark for the future Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Dual-Frequency 96 

Precipitation Radar (DPR). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ground-97 

based and space-borne radar data and methods used in this study. Section 3 describes the 98 

evaluation results and discussion, including the analysis of spatial error characteristics over 99 

TRMM-covered regions of the CONUS. Section 4 provides the summary and conclusion. 100 

 101 

2. Data and Methods 102 

2.1. Q2 ground reference data  103 

The ground reference data used in this study is referred to as National Mosaic QPE 104 

(NMQ/Q2) data. The NMQ system was originally developed from a joint initiative between 105 

NSSL, the Salt River Project and the Federal Aviation Administration/Aviation Weather 106 

Research Program. The NMQ system is composed of four major modules: 1) single radar 107 

processing; 2) 3-D and 2-D radar mosaic; 3) QPE generation (Vasiloff et al. 2007); and 4) 108 

evaluation. The data sources include the level-2 (base level) data from the NEXRAD network, 109 

Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model hourly analyses (Benjamin et al. 2004), and rain gauge 110 

observations from the Hydrometeorological Automated Data System network. Two precipitation 111 

products from the NMQ system, namely radar-derived QPE (Q2Rad) at 1-km/5-min resolution 112 

and the local gauge-corrected radar product (Q2RadGC) at 1-km/1-hr resolution (Zhang et al. 113 
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2009) are used in this study. In addition, NMQ provides another important product related to the 114 

accuracy of the QPEs called the hybrid scan reflectivity height (HSRH). The HSRH product is 115 

available every 5 min and is composed of the lowest effective radar scanning heights from which 116 

the reflectivity data are converted into precipitation according to a certain Z-R relation based on 117 

the VPR classification (Zhang et al. 2011). Figure 1a shows the HSRH product over the CONUS. 118 

Relatively high HSRH values are present in the intermountain West due to intervening beam 119 

blockages (Maddox et al. 2002). Lastly, we used the precipitation type product from Q2 to infer 120 

potential error characteristics due to precipitation classification. Both Q2 and PR algorithms base 121 

their surface rainfall rate estimates on the classification of the precipitation type (e.g., convective 122 

vs. stratiform) for a given grid column. Thus, there may be errors that are merely due to improper 123 

classification. Q2 identifies convective echoes if there is reflectivity > 50 dBZ anywhere in the 124 

grid column or reflectivity > 30 dBZ at temperatures colder than the -10˚C isotherm. Otherwise it 125 

is considered as stratiform in our study. 126 

In order to obtain an instantaneous, low-bias rain rate mosaic, we applied a bias-127 

correction method similar to the one proposed by (Amitai et al. 2012) to yield the Q2RadGC 128 

product at 5-min resolution. We compared the hourly Q2Rad and Q2RadGC products to compute 129 

the bias on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The hourly correction factor was then applied to the Q2Rad 130 

product every 5 min. While the true, unknown rainfall bias may vary at a given pixel within an 131 

hour, the adjustment scheme we applied at least provides for the removal of hourly bias applied 132 

downscale to rainfall rates. Extreme adjustment factors (outside [0.1-10]) were discarded and no 133 

comparison is performed with PR for the corresponding Q2 values (Kirstetter et al. 2012b). 134 

Additional details regarding the processing of the Q2 reference are provided in section 2.3 with a 135 

discussion on the PR-Q2 matching methodology.  136 
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2.2.  TRMM PR 137 

The TRMM PR is the first precipitation radar operating in space. It operates at 13.8 GHZ 138 

and measures the 3-D rainfall distribution over both land and ocean, and defines the layer depth 139 

of the precipitation. It covers the tropics from 37°S-37°N with a spatial horizontal resolution of 140 

4.3 km before the orbit boost on Aug. 7 2001, which increased to 5.0 km after the boost, and a 141 

vertical resolution of 250 m. Its radar wavelength is 2.2 cm and the minimum detectable echo is 142 

about 17 dBZ, which is equivalent to about 0.5 mm h
-1 

(Kozu et al. 2001; Kummerow et al. 143 

1998).  A study by Kirstetter et al. (2012a) show that version-7 PR underestimates light rain rates 144 

(<0.3 mm h
-1

) and high rain rates (>10 mm h
-1

). The TRMM PR product used in this study is the 145 

version 7 level-2 product 2A25. Figure 1b shows an example of a TRMM PR pass over the 146 

southern CONUS at 1630 UTC on Feb. 8, 2010. 147 

 148 

2.3  Data matching and evaluation 149 

The time and space resolution of the reference rainfall should be carefully matched to the 150 

TRMM-PR pixel resolution as closely as possible in order to quantitatively evaluate PR. 151 

Otherwise, systematic and random errors may arise due to data mismatches rather than reflecting 152 

the accuracy of the product. The Q2 products closest in time to the TRMM satellite local 153 

overpass schedule time are used and resampled to the PR spatial resolution. TRMM essentially 154 

provides a snapshot at a given time while Q2-based rainfall estimates are produced every 5 min. 155 

This equates to a maximum temporal offset of 2.5 min at a fixed location. The reference rainfall 156 

refR
 
is a Q2 rainfall mean computed within each PR pixel by considering the power density 157 

function of the PR beam. A standard error is computed alongside the mean reference rainfall 158 

value: intfootpr , which represents the variability of the Q2 rainfall (at its native resolution) inside 159 
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the PR footprint. This standard error is used to select the PR-Q2 reference pairs for which refR is 160 

considered trustworthy. The reference pixels are segregated into “robust” ( refR > intfootpr ) and 161 

“non robust” ( refR < intfootpr ) estimators. Non-robust reference values are discarded for 162 

quantitative comparison. The PR rainfall statistical characteristics are preserved because the 163 

product remains free of undesirable impacts caused by resampling. A more detailed discussion 164 

concerning this point is provided in Kirstetter et al. (2012b). Figure 1c shows a zoom-in of the 165 

snapshot of TRMM PR shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1d-g illustrates the processing steps performed 166 

on the Q2RadGC product. Figure 1d shows the original Q2RadGC product prior to processing, 167 

and Fig. 1e shows matching Q2RadGC after it has been resampled to the pixel resolution of 168 

TRMM PR. Data falling outside the swath of the TRMM overpass have been discarded. Figure 169 

1f shows the Q2 product after the robustness condition has been applied. Figure 1g shows those 170 

pixels that were considered non robust and have therefore been discarded in subsequent analyses. 171 

Next, matched data pairs are counted within 0.25-degree grid cells. This common grid 172 

was needed for composited data because the TRMM 2A25 product is specific for each overpass. 173 

If the number of matched pixels was less than 30 for a given 0.25-deg grid cell, then we deemed 174 

the sample size too small and do not consider those pairs for statistical evaluation hereafter. 175 

Figure 2a shows the distribution of total matched pairs between Q2 and PR for all overpasses 176 

combined in the one-year study. No considerations of the data quality, rainfall amounts, nor 177 

sample sizes have been made in this plot, thus it represents the theoretical maximum of data pairs 178 

for the study period. Figure 2b shows the distribution of nonzero PR-Q2 data pairs (i.e. both PR 179 

and Q2 rain rates are greater than 0 mm h
-1

) following application of all processing steps 180 

including the robustness criterion to Q2 data, removal of pixels with HSRH values greater than 181 

3200 m, and removal if the number of matched pairs is less than 30. The HSRH threshold was 182 
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implemented in order to strike a balance between high-quality Q2 reference values, which are 183 

generally obtained at lower HSRH values, and sample sizes of matched pairs. The most pair-184 

intensive areas are along the latitude of 35 degrees, which corresponds to the location with the 185 

most frequent TRMM overpasses.  186 

 To compare TRMM PR’s rainfall estimates using Q2 as a reference, we compute the bias, 187 

mean Bias (MB), relative bias (RB hereafter), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and Pearson 188 

linear correlation coefficient (CC). These statistics are defined as follows: 189 
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where Bias, MB and RMSE are in mm h
-1

, and RB and CC are dimensionless, Cov refers to the 195 

covariance, and  is the standard deviation.  RB, when multiplied by 100, gives the degree of 196 

overestimation or underestimation in percentage. In (1-5), N corresponds to the number of 197 

matched data pairs.     198 

  The contingency table statistics describing the probability of detection (POD), critical 199 

success index (CSI), and false alarm rate (FAR) are also used to evaluate PR performance. These 200 
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indexes are computed based on the number of hits (H), false alarms (F), misses (M) and correct 201 

nulls (C) for data pairs exceeding a given rainfall threshold. 202 

H
POD

H M



     (6) 203 

H
CSI

H F M


 
     (7) 204 

F
FAR

H F



     (8) 205 

 206 

3. Results and discussion 207 

3.1  All grid cells combined 208 

Figures 2c-d shows the yearly-accumulated rainfall distribution according to TRMM PR 209 

and ground radar-based Q2. The density-colored scatter plot in Fig. 2e shows that PR 210 

underestimates the average rain rate by 18.38%, and is moderately correlated with Q2 with a CC 211 

of 0.56. If we consider the annual rainfall accumulation in Fig. 2f we see that PR is highly 212 

correlated with Q2 as indicated by a CC of 0.91. This means that while PR and Q2 have only 213 

moderate agreement on the spatial distribution of instantaneous rainfall rates, they agree very 214 

well in capturing the annual spatial distributions of rainfall.  215 

The number of data samples for evaluation is affected by rainfall intermittency, the 216 

overpass frequency of TRMM PR, and censoring of reference values to improve its quality. 217 

Table 1 indicates there are a total of 1,142,724 PR-Q2 matched pairs for which the rain rates of 218 

both Q2 and PR are greater than 0 mm h
-1

. After applying the robust criterion to Q2, the sample 219 

size drops to 959332 samples, and the CC improves from 0.55 to 0.56. This criterion mainly 220 

filters out low reference values as discussed in Kirstetter et al. (2012b), and thus increases the 221 

mean of the Q2 reference from 3.68 to 3.96 mm having an impact on the bias. After pairs at 222 
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relatively high HSRH values (> 3200 m) have been filtered, we see the number of matched pairs 223 

decreases 5.5% to 906,539. The impact of the HSRH filter is shown to be insignificant on the 224 

overall statistics in Table 1.  225 

 Figure 3 shows POD, CSI and FAR for different reference rainfall thresholds based on all 226 

valid matching pairs in which the rainfall estimated by PR and Q2 is greater than or equal to 0 227 

mm h
-1

. We note the general improvement of the POD and CSI from 0 mm h
-1 

to 0.5 mm h
-1

, the 228 

latter value being close to the characteristic threshold defining the detection capabilities of the 229 

PR. This improvement illustrates again that the PR misses the lightest intensities, with large 230 

differences between the Plains and mountainous areas. Above 0.5 mm h
-1

, higher FAR values 231 

and noisy POD patterns are consistently pronounced in the mountainous regions of the West, 232 

probably to be linked to poor performance of the surface reference technique (SRT). Figure 4 233 

shows POD, CSI and FAR as a function of reference rainfall thresholds based on the robust 234 

dataset with HSRH filtering. Because only positive rainfall pairs are considered, POD and CSI 235 

are high when the threshold is set to very light amounts (e.g. 0.1 mm h
-1

). The POD and CSI 236 

decrease dramatically and the FAR increases consistently when considering higher thresholds. At 237 

thresholds greater than 12 mm h
-1

, POD and CSI decrease dramatically and FAR asymptotically 238 

approaches 61.71%. This indicates that PR has deficiency in detecting higher rain rates, probably 239 

due to insufficient attenuation correction of the PR radar signal as suggested by Amitai et al. 240 

(2009) and Kirstetter et al. (2012b).  241 

 Cumulative distributions of rain rates of PR and Q2 rainfall in terms of occurrence 242 

(CDFc) and volume (CDFv) are used to characterize PR’s ability to detect different rainfall 243 

intensities. Figure 5 shows that PR poorly detects the lightest rain rates (<~0.1 mm h
-1

) but 244 

presents similar CDFc with the Q2 reference for rain rates >1 mm h
-1

. The CDFv indicates that 245 
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for PR, rain rates in the range [0.3-25] mm h
-1 

contribute nearly entirely to the total rainfall 246 

volume while the contribution from higher rain rates (>25 mm h
-1

) is significant for the 247 

reference. As an example, PR has a limited cumulated occurrence (7%) of rain rates greater than 248 

10 mm h
-1 

for a cumulated contribution up to 40%. Q2, on the other hand, has a similar total 249 

rainfall contribution of 40% when the rain rates are greater than 20 mm h
-1

. This indicates that 250 

PR underestimates higher rainfall rates (>20 mm h
-1

), probably because of insufficient correction 251 

of signal attenuation losses as suggested by Wolff and Fisher (2008) for the 2A25 version 6 and 252 

still significant of the version 7 (Kirstetter et al. 2012b). There are several factors that could 253 

explain the PR overestimation for moderate rain rates [5-20] mm h
-1 

including incorrect rainfall 254 

classification, overcorrection of the attenuated radar signal, incorrect Z-R relationship, geometric 255 

effects (i.e. parallax issue outside of nadir), etc. 256 

 257 

3.2.  Spatial analysis 258 

TRMM PR classifies rainfall as convective, stratiform and others (Iguchi et al. 2000). 259 

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of convective and stratiform occurrences as well as the 260 

scatter plots of convective and stratiform rain types derived independently from PR and Q2. We 261 

can see that the patterns of convective and stratiform echoes according to PR and Q2 are quite 262 

similar. Both sensors detect lower occurrence (<25%) of convective rain events over most areas, 263 

with locally higher convective occurrence (25%~50%) in the mountainous areas and central 264 

Florida. However, as shown in Fig. 6e, PR detects more convective rain types than Q2 over the 265 

Plains (especially in Texas, Alabama, and Florida) and less over the western mountainous part of 266 

US. The scatter plots in Figs. 6g and 6h indicate that the spatial distributions of both convective 267 

and stratiform echoes from PR are poorly correlated with those of Q2 with a CC of 0.33. But, the 268 
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biggest difference is the propensity for PR to detect more convective echoes than Q2. While 269 

there is no evidence that the Q2 classification may be more accurate than the PR, this particular 270 

characteristic will be revisited in the spatial rainfall error quantification as it can potentially 271 

explain bias in rainfall rate estimation due to more classification of convective rain types from 272 

the PR relative to the reference. 273 

 Convective events usually bring localized, intense rainfall in a short amount of time while 274 

stratiform events are associated with weaker rainfall but lasting for a relatively long time period 275 

over larger areas. Insights into convective and stratiform contribution in rain events goes beyond 276 

evaluating PR QPEs in that it will benefit users of the data interested in hydrologic extremes 277 

such as floods and landslides. Figure 7 shows the spatial distributions of total convective and 278 

stratiform rainfall, percent contribution from convective and stratiform echoes to total rainfall 279 

and scatter plots between PR and Q2. Figure 6a-c indicates that the patterns of PR and Q2 280 

convective rainfall accumulation are similar but PR underestimates the convective accumulation 281 

relative to Q2. Figure 7c indicates that the patterns are correlated (CC=0.63) and PR 282 

underestimates the convective accumulation by 48.82%. Accordingly, Figs. 7d-f indicate that Q2 283 

presents more stratiform rainfall accumulation than PR especially over Texas and Alabama, 284 

Tennessee, North Carolina and South Carolina. Figure 7f demonstrates that the stratiform rainfall 285 

pattern of PR is more correlated with Q2 (CC=0.86) than for the convective rainfall, and PR 286 

underestimates the stratiform rainfall accumulation by 5.13%.  287 

Considering the percent contribution from the two rain types, we can see from Figs. 7g, h, 288 

j, and k that the spatial patterns of PR types are similar to Q2. The scatter plots in Figs. 7i and l 289 

indicate that both convective and stratiform distribution patterns of PR are poorly correlated with 290 
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Q2 with a CC of approximately 0.38 and 0.37 respectively. But, PR overestimates the convective 291 

contribution relative to Q2. 292 

 Figure 8 shows the spatial distributions of POD, CSI and FAR with a threshold set to 1 293 

mm h
-1 

for the first column to focus on moderate rainfall, and with a threshold set to 10 mmh
-1 

294 

for the second column to focus on high rainfall rates. With the threshold set at 1 mm h
-1

, PR 295 

generally shows good POD (59.84% of area have POD above 80%), good CSI (34.48% of area 296 

have CSI above 50%) and low FAR (only 3.21% of area have FAR above 50%). Plains and 297 

mountainous areas are distinct with lower detectability of PR noted in New Mexico, Arizona, 298 

and California. We note consistently higher FAR values in the mountainous regions of the West. 299 

A potential explanation is the higher false alarms over mountainous regions may be caused by 300 

poor performance of the surface reference technique (SRT). It is unlikely that these regions are 301 

poorly sampled by Q2, which also suffers by beam blockages, because we restricted the Q2 302 

reference dataset to areas of good radar sampling with HRSH < 3200 m. Two other spots of high 303 

FAR values are noticeable in Texas. Figure 5f shows that these spots correspond to a significant 304 

overestimation (> 15%) of the PR convective rainfall classification relative to the reference. In 305 

this case one could relate this PR overestimation of surface rain rate to a misclassification of 306 

rainfall type. We discuss this point further in section 3.3 below. 307 

With the threshold set to 10 mm h
-1

, scores are generally worse with lower POD (9.32% 308 

of area have POD above 80%), lower CSI values (only 2.52% of area have CSI above 80%) and 309 

higher FAR (11.02% of pixels have FAR above 80%). The POD tends to increase towards the 310 

West but this is offset with an increase in the FAR over the mountainous areas. The spatial 311 

correlation between areas with FAR values above 0.6 in Fig. 8f and the rainfall convective 312 

misclassification of PR relative to the reference in Fig. 6 are now becoming more evident.   313 
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 Figure 9 reveals the spatial distribution maps of Bias, RB, RMSE and CC and the 314 

occurrence PDFc and CDFc of the error statistics. Figures 9a, b, and e indicate that PR 315 

underestimates rainfall amounts for approximately 75% of the total area. Figure 8f shows that the 316 

rainfall was underestimated by about 20% to 40% over 32% of the total study area. The most 317 

significant overestimates by PR according to RB (Fig. 9b) occur in the western mountainous 318 

regions, which can be explained by failures in the SRT algorithm associated with complex 319 

terrain. The other overestimation areas are in north Texas and Alabama and are correlated with 320 

the convective misclassification of PR relative to the reference. Regarding RMSE, Fig. 9h shows 321 

that 37% of the total area has RMSE ranging from 3 to 6 mm, and 14% of the total area has 322 

RMSE >10mm. The RMSE spatial pattern (Figure 9c) is correlated with the intensity of the 323 

rainfall amounts (Figs. 2c and 2f), with lower RMSE values (2mm, 4mm) over mountainous 324 

regions and higher values (>7mm) over the Plains. The correlation between PR and the reference 325 

is moderate (CC values lower than 0.7 over 68% of the total area). The correlation is notably 326 

degraded over mountainous regions (CC lower than 0.4) probably due to issues with the SRT. 327 

 328 

3.3. Discussion 329 

The following factors (and combinations therein) potentially explain why PR more 330 

frequently estimates moderate rain rates from 5-20 mm h
-1 

(Fig. 5b): incorrect rainfall 331 

classification, over-correction of the attenuated radar signal, poor performance of the surface 332 

reference technique (SRT), ground clutter in mountainous regions, incorrect Z-R relationship, 333 

geometric effects (i.e., parallax issue outside of nadir). As shown in Fig. 4, FAR increases 334 

correspondingly as the rain rate threshold increases, indicating that PR over-detects high rain 335 

rates relative to the time and location of the Q2 reference. Regions with significant FAR (Fig. 8) 336 
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and overestimation of rainfall rates (Fig. 9) are correlated with PR misclassification of rainfall 337 

type relative to the reference (see Figs. 6 and 7).  Iguchi et al. (2009) mentioned the model for 338 

vertical profile of specific attenuation used in the 2A25 V6 algorithm is particularly strong (i.e., 339 

specific attenuation is 0.3-0.4 dB km
-1

 greater in V7 compared to V6 for convection above the 340 

freezing level), thus misclassifications of stratiform echoes to convective will likely result in 341 

such overestimation of moderate rain rates. While there is no evidence we should expect the 342 

same in V7, this could be considered for explaining such biases of the PR relative to the 343 

reference.   344 

A clear error separation can be made between mountains and the Plains. It is likely the 345 

SRT method is triggered over complex terrain, resulting in high amplitude biases. Over the 346 

Plains, dominant error factors are more probably related to the rainfall classification, attenuation 347 

correction and Z-R relationship. Generally, the 2A25 algorithm detects more convection than 348 

Q2. The greatest amounts of convective overestimation occur over the southern part (Texas, 349 

Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida), which corresponds to the regions where 350 

intense precipitation (> 10 mm h
-1

) occurs most frequently (Lin and Hou 2012). However, these 351 

patterns do not correspond to the spatial variations of biases of PR relative to Q2. The PR 352 

convective (stratiform) rainfall contribution is generally lower (greater) than Q2 (Figs. 7a-b), 353 

which implies issues in the attenuation correction of the PR signal, non-uniform beam filling 354 

(NUBF) and/or Z-R relationship.  355 

 356 

4. Summary and conclusions 357 

This study provides a spatially distributed evaluation of TRMM PR-based precipitation 358 

rates and types over the southern CONUS using NOAA/NSSL’s ground radar-based national 359 
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mosaic QPE product (Q2) from Dec. 2009 to Nov. 2010 in anticipation of NASA’s future GPM 360 

mission. Given their resolutions, NMQ products are well suited for evaluating rainfall estimates 361 

from spaceborne sensors like the PR aboard the low-earth-orbiting TRMM satellite. Both 362 

products were resampled onto a common grid at a 0.25-deg resolution and a conservative 363 

approach was followed to ensure a robust comparison. Annual total precipitation, point-to-point-364 

based scatter plots, comparison of precipitation type products, Bias, RB, RMSE, CC, POD, CSI 365 

and FAR were all applied to evaluate the TRMM PR-based products. The main findings are 366 

summarized as follows: 367 

1) PR captures the spatial pattern of total annual rainfall with a CC of 0.91; 368 

2)  PR detects more convection than Q2; 369 

3) TRMM PR and Q2 have very similar spatial patterns of total convective and stratiform rainfall 370 

types, with a CC of 0.63 for convective and 0.86 for stratiform echoes;  371 

4) Despite these strong correlations of precipitation type, PR’s total annual precipitation from 372 

convection is 48.82% less than that by Q2, and its contribution to total annual precipitation from 373 

stratiform echoes is 5.13% less than from the Q2 reference; 374 

5) In terms of instantaneous rain rates in a year, PR is moderately correlated with Q2 with a 375 

mean CC of 0.56 (Figure 2e); 376 

6) Regarding regional error characteristics, TRMM PR overestimates in western mountainous 377 

areas, presumably due to failure of the surface reference technique used in the PR algorithm;  378 

7) TRMM PR underestimates precipitation magnitude by a great margin in the southeastern 379 

CONUS, which may be related to specific microphysics not well described in the 2A25 380 

algorithm. Further research is needed to explore the impacts of the assumptions used in the 381 

algorithms relative to observed participate drop size distributions; 382 
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8) TRMM PR has high RMSE (> 6mm) in eastern parts of New Mexico, northwest Texas, south 383 

Arkansas, south Tennessee, north Alabama, north Georgia and south Florida; 384 

9) PR has high POD (> 80%), moderate CSI (> 60%) and low FAR in the eastern flat areas of the 385 

CONUS when the rain rate threshold is set to 1 mm h
-1

, but these statistics degrade significantly 386 

when the threshold is increased to 10 mm h
-1

. 387 

A quantification of the uncertainty of these rainfall estimates will be quite useful to users 388 

of the data including hydrologists, which is the principal aim of this study. Given that the TRMM 389 

PR has more than 10 years of product generation since its launch in 1997 and the NMQ is under 390 

retrospective production going back to 2002, future work will be potentially carried out to 391 

explore the climatological spatial patterns of rain rates and rain types (i.e. convective and 392 

stratiform) derived by TRMM PR against NMQ at multi-seasonal, inter-annual, and decadal time 393 

scales. This will give us further understanding of TRMM PR’s spatially distributed performance. 394 

Moreover, future investigations with anticipation of the GPM launch in 2014 will likely advance 395 

our understanding of the spatial features of space-borne radar precipitation products extended 396 

from the TRMM-covered CONUS to the whole CONUS and beyond. This study develops a 397 

benchmark to be used for the GPM-DPR era. With dual-frequency radar, we expect the rainfall 398 

estimates will have reduced RMSE and systematic biases compared to the ground reference. We 399 

will be able then to establish the areas with greatest (lowest) improvements and will be able to 400 

relate these trends to error factors.  401 

  402 

    403 

 404 

 405 
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Figure 2. (a) Theoretical maximum of PR-Q2 matched pairs for the study period. (b) Number of 534 

matched pairs with nonzero rainfall amounts following application of the robust criterion to the 535 

Q2RadGC product and removal of pixels with small sample sizes and HSRH > 3200 m. Total 536 

annual rainfall (mm) from (c) PR and (d) Q2RadGC. Density-colored scatter plots and statistics 537 
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 539 

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of unconditioned POD (1st column), CSI (2nd column), and FAR 540 

(3rd column) based on different thresholds of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 mm h
-1

 from top to bottom. 541 
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 543 

Figure 4. Contingency table statistics for PR as a function of reference rainfall rates shown on 544 

the abscissa. Only pairs of positive PR and reference rainfall values are used.  545 
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 547 
Figure 5.  Cumulative distributions by occurrence (CDFc) and by volume (CDFv) for PR and Q2 548 

reference.   549 
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 552 

Figure 6. Convective rain type occurrence distribution for (a) Q2 reference and (b) PR; 553 

Stratiform rain type occurrence distribution for (c) Q2 reference and (d) PR; (e) The difference 554 

of (b) and (a); (f) The difference of (d) and (c); (g) Scatter plot of (a) and (b); (h) Scatter plot of 555 

(c) and (d).  556 
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 558 

559 
Figure 7. Total convective rainfall from (a) the Q2 reference, (b) PR, and (c) scatter plot between 560 

the two; (d-f) same as in (a-c) but for stratiform rainfall. The percentage of contribution from 561 

convective echoes for (g) Q2 reference, (h) PR, and (i) scatter plot between the two; (j-l) same as 562 

in (g-i) but for stratiform echoes.  563 
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 565 
Figure 8. Spatial distribution of (a) POD, (c) CSI and (e) FAR for a rainfall threshold of 1 mm h

-
566 

1
;(b, d, f) is the same as in (a, c, e) but for a threshold of 10 mm h

-1
. 567 
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 569 

 570 

Figure 9 Spatial distribution of (a) Bias (mm) , (b) RB (%), (c) RMSE (mm), and (d) CC. (e) 571 

PDFc and CDFc for the Bias; (f) PDFc for RB; (g) CDFc for RB; (h) PDFc and CDFc for RMSE; 572 

(i) PDFc and CDFc for CC.573 
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Tables. 574 

Table 1 Conditioned statistics for PR-Q2RadGC5min comparison 575 

Condition pairs 
Mean(mm h-1) 

CC RMSE 
MB 

(mm h-1) 
RB (%) 

Ref PR 

1. Ref>0 &PR>0 1142724 3.68 3.23 0.55 6.91 -0.45 -12.29 

2. Ref >0 &PR>0  & 

Robust ( refR >

intfootpr ) 

959332 3.96 3.27 0.56 7.13 -0.69 -17.58 

3. Ref >0 &PR>0  & 

Robust( refR >

intfootpr ) & HSRH 

filtration 

906539 4.01 3.27 0.56 7.18 -0.74 -18.38 

 576 


